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Abstract 

Lean combustion is one of the most applied methods to increase 

engine efficiency and maintain a good trade-off with engine 

emissions. The pre-chamber combustion (PCC) is one of the most 

promising combustion concepts to extend the lean operating limits of 

the engine. The Narrow throat pre-chamber has shown better lean 

limit extension compared to other ignition sources. The pre-chamber 

jets and the main-chamber combustion were studied in a Heavy-Duty 

optical engine using methane fuel. The tested conditions covered 

global excess air ratios (λ), between 1.9 to 2.3. The combustion 

process was recorded using three collection systems: (a) Natural 

Flame Luminosity (NFL) with a temporal resolution of 0.1 CAD; (b) 

OH* Chemiluminescence, and (c) CH* Chemiluminescence with a 

temporal resolution of 0.2 CAD for both. The propagating velocity of 

the reacting jets was studied using Combustion Image Velocimetry 

(CIV) based on bottom view images of the main chamber. After the 

pre-chamber jets ignite the main-chamber charge, a two-stage heat 

release rate (HRR) was observed for all the tested conditions. None 

of the three combustion visualizations exhibited a linear correlation 

with the HRR. The CIV reported high-speed jets penetrating around 

400 m/s into the main chamber. The richest case of λ 1.9 presented a 

higher axial and radial propagation speed than the other cases. The 

individual vector fields have significant differences with the 

ensemble average fields, behavior characteristic of a high turbulent 

process. Finally, the ultra-lean case showed higher vorticity during 

the pre-chamber discharge, a synonym of high air-fuel entrainment 

that generates heavy waviness on the flame front. This heavy 

waviness generates local/partial or total extinction, resulting in 

abnormal combustion cycles. 

Introduction 

In the last few decades, the transport sector has focused on reducing 

GHG emissions by either decarbonizing the combustion process (by 

using biofuels) or improving the overall efficiency of the vehicles [1]. 

One of the selected paths for the efficiency component is to focus on 

the internal combustion engine (ICE) efficiency. ICEs have reported 

an increase of up to 14% in their efficiency compared to average 

ICEs technologies from the early 2000s [2].  

One of the biggest trends in the ICE's efficiency increase has been 

focused on the combustion of ultra-lean mixtures [6–10]. In this 

trend, the biggest challenge is providing a powerful enough ignition 

source to start and sustain the combustion process. Some 

technologies have been tested and developed to increase the ignition 

performance, such as laser ignition[11], corona spark plug[12], etc. 

One of the technologies that have been focused on large development 

efforts is the pre-chamber combustion (PCC), and it has been 

regarded as one of the best candidates as an ignition source for ultra-

lean mixtures[13]. One additional feature of PCC is the fuel 

flexibility that has been proven with various liquid fuels, including 

low climate-impact sustainable fuels[14]. 

The PCC is an old technology that was impulsed in the 70's by 

Gussak et al.[15–17]. In this concept, a small volume denominated as 

a pre-chamber is used as starting point of the combustion process. 

The pre-chamber concepts are classified as passive (no fuel added) 

and active (fuel added)[18]. After the combustion starts in the pre-

chamber, the flames propagate through the pre-chamber and enter the 

main chamber through nozzle holes. Once in the main chamber, the 

reacting jets from the pre-chamber generate multiple ignition points. 

The jets also impart high turbulence due to their momentum, which 

assists the combustion in the main chamber. Therefore, the reacting 

jets that emerge from the pre-chamber are a fundamental aspect of 

this concept, especially its interaction with the main chamber charge 

to achieve a successful combustion process.  

Many research efforts have focused on studying the pre-chamber jets 

and how they are influenced by physical and chemical aspects such 

as the nozzle hole diameter and air-fuel mixture inside the pre- and 

main chambers. Gholamisheeri et al. [19] studied the effect of two 

main parameters for passive pre-chambers: equivalence ratio and 

nozzle diameter in a Rapid Compression Machine (RCM), using 

methane as fuel. They found an inverse proportion between hot jet 

penetration and two other parameters: nozzle diameter and 

equivalence ratio. Gentz and Toulson [20] compared passive and 

active pre-chambers with liquid propane. They found a faster jet 

emerging into the main-chamber process for the active case, 

revealing a possible explanation of the greater lean limit extension of 

the active pre-chambers [21]. Other studies focused on different 

nozzle configurations [22–24]; they found a correct balance between 

the volumetric distribution and the initial penetration of the jets to 

ignite ultra-lean mixtures. All the listed studies were carried out on 

RCMs, which are still distant from a real engine operation.  

Other research efforts have been carried out on setups close to real 

engine operating conditions. Attard et al. [25] and Toulson et al. [26] 

performed visualization of active pre-chambers using natural gas and 

propane on an optical engine setup. In their observations, the pre-

chamber concept enhanced the lean limit due to the very rapid 

combustion produced by the turbulent jets. In a follow-up study, 

Bunce et al. [27] found evidence of flow choking with too small 

nozzle diameters. They also observed that a large number of orifices 

with the lowest overall nozzle diameter results in the highest net 

thermal efficiency. Small nozzles generate higher peak pre-chamber 
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pressure and jets with higher velocity and penetration. Additionally, 

Distaso et al. [28] and Sementa et al. [29] studied the velocity of the 

pre-chamber jets compared to a standard spark ignition configuration, 

finding a six times faster combustion process for the pre-chamber 

combustion.  

The pre-chamber pressurization is one of the most important 

parameters that controls and drives the jet penetration in the main 

chamber. The narrow throat pre-chamber (see Figure 1) is a design 

introduced by the authors [30,31] that has shown a higher ΔP 

(pressure difference between pre- and main chamber) compared to 

contemporary pre-chamber concepts. The concept was designed to fit 

the original injector pocket of the cylinder head. This design has two 

particularities: a narrow throat (diameter of 3.30 mm) and twelve 

nozzle holes distributed in two offset rows. The narrow throat pre-

chamber has also proved a high lean limit extension with lean 

mixtures. Further optical diagnostics were carried out on this pre-

chamber design to investigate the influence of this novel geometry on 

the jet penetration and flame propagation in the main combustion 

chamber [32–34].  

 

Figure 1 Narrow throat pre-chamber concept 

In this study, the jet characteristics of the narrow throat pre-chamber 

are studied. The jet characteristics are examined through Natural 

Flame Luminosity (NFL), OH*, and CH* chemiluminescence images 

of half of the combustion chamber on three different air-fuel mixture 

compositions covering lean and ultra-lean conditions. The second 

part of the study focuses on a single jet, and a velocimetry analysis is 

performed to distinguish the differences between the three operating 

conditions. The ultra-lean condition showed a higher impact by the 

turbulence on the main chamber ignition, generating some local, 

partial or total extinguishment in the jet.  

Methodology 

Experimental Apparatus 

The engine test rig used for the experiments has a heavy-duty engine 

from Volvo  (Model D13C500), which has six cylinders in line. The 

engine specifications are reported in Table 1. The commercial engine 

was modified and adapted for optical studies. In Figure 2, the 

schematic diagram of the test cell is presented. The test rig 

configuration contemplates the engine attached to an electrical 

dynamometer to set constant engine speed conditions for the 

experiments.  

Table 1. Engine specifications. 

Engine Model D13C500 
Valve mechanism Single Overhead Cam 

Bore 131 mm 
Stroke 158 mm 

Connection Rod Length 255 mm 
Cylinder Displacement Volume 2.1 Liter 

Clearance Volume 0.2 Liter 
Number of Valves 4 [-] 

Intake Valve Timing Open -330 CAD aTDC 
Close -170 CAD aTDC 

Exhaust Valve Timing Open 180 CAD aTDC 
Close 340 CAD aTDC 

The intake line (blue line) was built to measure and control essential 

variables like flow, pressure, and temperature. The exhaust line is 

also monitored for temperature and pressure, and it is linked with an 

emissions analyzer. The test rig was also prepared to handle gaseous 

fuel for two different lines, pre- and main chamber. Both lines can 

measure and control the fuel injection into the engine. 
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Figure 2. Experimental setup: 1. Engine, 2. Intake, 3. PFI, 4. Pre-chamber,5. 

Cardan shaft, 6. Dynamometer, 7. Gas block injector, 8. Mass flow controller, 
9. Valve, 10. Vent to the atmosphere, 11. Damping vessel, 12. Pressure 

regulator, 13. Throttle Control Valve, 14. Pneumatic control valve, 15. Mass 
flow meter, 16. Air heater, 17. Fuel filter 

All the engine sensors and actuators are controlled from a remote 

interface developed in LabVIEW. The in-cylinder pressure is 

captured temporally during the combustion process based on a crank-

mounted rotary encoder, giving 0.2 CAD resolution. The authors 

reported a further and more detailed description of the test rig in 

previous papers [32,35]. The engine's optical configuration followed 

the Bowditch approach of using an extension to generate enough 

optical accessibility from the combustion chamber's bottom[36]. A 

quartz piston replaces the original piston to visualize the combustion 

process. The quartz piston is mounted in a piston holder with dry 

rings to seal the combustion chamber. The extension, piston holder, 

and piston move with an additional metal liner and an optical liner.  

Figure 3 shows the optical setup used for the three sets of 

measurements: NFL, OH*, and CH* chemiluminescence set of 

measurements. As observed in Figure 2, the cameras captured the 

main chamber combustion process from the bottom view, and for the 

scope of this work, only one-half of the combustion chamber was 

recorded. Table 2 reports information regarding the three collection 

systems used: NFL, OH*, and CH* chemiluminescence. For each 
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method, all the camera settings were constant for all the operating 

modes tested.  

Table 2. Collection system specifications for the three applied methods. 

Method Camera Filter FPS/Resol. 

NFL Photron SA-X2 N/A 72000/0.1 

OH* 

Chem. 

La Vision High-

Speed IRO 

320/40 nm 

single-band 

Semrock 

36000/0.2 

CH* 

Chem. 

La Vision High-

Speed IRO 

CH2O  

bandpass  

36000/0.2 

 

Collection 

System
UV-Mirror

Optical window

Optical piston

Cylinder head

Pre-Chamber

Extended piston

Additional 

liner

Optical liner

 

Figure 3. The optical configuration of the engine and bottom optical access. 

For this work, the engine speed was constant at 1200 rpm. The fuel 

used for both chambers was methane of 99.5% Volume purity. Three 

different levels of global air-fuel ratio (global λ) were studied: 1.9, 

2.1, and 2.3. For the pre-chamber fuel addition, the ratio between the 

pre-chamber to the total fuel addition, named pre-chamber fuel ratio 

(PCFR), was constant at 13% for all cases. This value was selected 

because the maximum lean limit extension can be obtained[37]. 

Table 3 reports additional details of the engine operating conditions.  

Table 3. Operating conditions for experiments. 

Piston Shape Bowl [-] 

Intake Pressure 1.35 bar 

Engine Speed 1200 rpm 

Intake Temperature 30 ºC 

Compression Ratio 11.7:1 [-] 

MC/PC Fuel CH4 at 99.5% Vol. Purity 

MC Fuel SOI -360 CAD 

aTDC MC Fuel Press. 7 bar 

PC Fuel SOI -360 bar 

PC Fuel Pressure 7 bar 

PC Fuel Ratio 13 % 

Global λ 1.9, 2.1, 2.3 [-] 

Spark Timing -15 CAD 

aTDC 

Heat Release Analysis and pre-chamber λ 

In the scope of this work, the main chamber heat release rate (HRR) 

is fundamental for comparing the three different operating modes. In 

this case, the HRR analysis is carried out using the model reported by 

Duong et al.[38]. Equations 1 and 2 report the HRR for the main and 

pre-chamber, respectively. In that model, the heat (Q) is calculated 

based on the measured pressure (P), volume (V) calculated from a 

geometrical model from the engine, and temperature (T) calculated 

using the ideal gas law. Another term in equations 1 and 2 is the mass 

exchange between the two combustion chambers (dm), estimated 

from the flow through a nozzle specified by Heywood [33]. Finally, 

the heat capacity ratio (𝛾) is calculated from the in-cylinder 

temperature.  

 
𝑑𝑄𝑀𝐶

𝑑𝜃
=

𝛾

𝛾−1
𝑃𝑀𝐶

𝑑𝑉𝑀𝐶

𝑑𝜃
+

1

𝛾−1
𝑉𝑀𝐶

𝑑𝑃𝑀𝐶

𝑑𝜃
− 𝐶𝑃𝑇𝑃𝐶,𝑀𝐶

𝑑𝑚

𝑑𝜃
     (1) 

𝑑𝑄𝑃𝐶

𝑑𝜃
=

1

𝛾−1
𝑉𝑃𝐶

𝑑𝑃𝑃𝐶

𝑑𝜃
+ 𝐶𝑃𝑇𝑃𝐶,𝑀𝐶

𝑑𝑚

𝑑𝜃
       (2) 

Pre-chamber design 

The engine was equipped with a narrow throat pre-chamber (see 

Figure 4) as the ignition source. This pre-chamber has a narrow throat 

diameter (3.3 mm) that connects the pre-chamber main volume and 

the nozzle holes, divided into two rows. Due to a minimum wall 

thickness constraint, the two rows have an offset of 15°. The pre-

chamber was designed following Gussack's[15] guidelines for pre-

chamber volume (2.5 % of clearance volume) and the ratio between 

the total nozzle area and pre-chamber volume (0.035cm-1). The pre-

chamber protrudes 7 mm into the main chamber 

 

Figure 4. Pre-chamber assembly and geometrical details of the pre-chamber. 

The pre-chamber outline is designed to fit into the original fuel 

injector compartment of the engine, and to assess that, the pre-

chamber was designed in a multiple-part assembly (see Figure 4). 

The pre-chamber is screwed into a bronze adaptor, which has 

mounted on top of the spark plug (NGK-ER8EH), the pressure sensor 

(AVL GH15DK), and a gas line with a check valve (Lee 558) for the 
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fuel injection. An enclosure sits on top of the adaptor and protects the 

components from a liquid spill.  

The fuel injection process into the pre-chamber was through a check 

valve. Fuel only flows into the pre-chamber when the gas line 

pressure is greater than pre-chamber pressure and not directly 

controlled by the solenoid valve. The authors ' previous publications 

explain the fuel addition[35,39]. The driven pressure of the three 

operating modes studied in this work is reported in Figure 5. As the 

pre-chamber fuel ratio was constant for all conditions, the driven 

pressure and the pre-chamber fuel addition decreased as the global λ 

increased. The pre-chamber λ was estimated using the model reported 

by Hlaing et al. [39], and the value was close to rich conditions for all 

the tested cases in this work. The authors have shown similar value in 

previous work[39].  

 

Figure 5. Driven pressure and injection signal of the tested operating 
conditions. 

Image treatment. 

Initial image processing consists of background subtraction and a 

Gaussian filter. The bowl piston images were corrected based on a 

method reported by Tang et al.[40]. For a detailed analysis of the 

individual jet, the jet in the two o'clock direction was selected 

(highlighted in yellow in Figure 6). A jet from the bottom nozzle was 

selected because the penetration of top row jets is diminished 

compared to the jets from the bottom row and contributes little to the 

main chamber combustion, previously reported in other works from 

the authors[32–35,41].   

The mean images reported in this work are the average of the total 50 

cycles recorded for each method during the experiments. The tip 

penetration, area, and tip penetration speed analysis are applied to the 

selected two o'clock single jet on a mask from 60°. The coordinate 

axis used in this work is illustrated in Figure 6. The axial direction 

corresponds to the axis of the selected single jet, and the radial 

direction corresponds to the perpendicular direction to the axial 

direction. 

The representative cycle was selected based on the merit function f. 

This merit function is based on the ΔP trace, and it considers the 

maximum value (∆𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥) and three important timings: crank angle of 

maximum ΔP (𝜃∆𝑃,𝑚𝑎𝑥), the start of positive ΔP (𝜃𝑠∆𝑃+), and end of 

positive ΔP (𝜃𝑒∆𝑃+).  

 

𝑓𝑗 = 
|∆𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑗
− ∆𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ |

∆𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅

+
|𝜃∆𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑗 − 𝜃∆𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ |

𝜃∆𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅

+
|𝜃

𝑠∆𝑃+
𝑗

− 𝜃𝑠∆𝑃+̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅|

𝜃𝑠∆𝑃+̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅
+

|𝜃
𝑒∆𝑃+
𝑗

− 𝜃𝑒∆𝑃+̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅|

𝜃𝑒∆𝑃+̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅
 

(3) 

Penetration length, penetration speed, and area. 

The penetration length of the jet is one of the most important 

parameters of the combustion propagation in the main chamber. In 

the scope of this work, the penetration length is based on the jet's tip, 

as illustrated in Figure 6. The images were first binarized (using an 

adaptive threshold) to detect the tip, and then the farthest white pixel 

in the axial direction was determined as the tip location. The 

penetration speed was calculated using the temporal derivative of the 

penetration length. Ultimately, the area covered by the combustion 

was calculated from the binarized image of the single jet area. 

E

E

I

I

Optical 

piston

Jets from the 

bottom row

Jets from the top row

Bottom View

Studied 

area

Single

jet

Axial 

direction

Radial 

direction

Jet tip

60° Mask

 

Figure 6. Studied area and single selected jet for analysis. 

Velocimetry and vorticity. 

This combustion image velocimetry (CIV) analysis is based on the 

single jet area. To determine the speed and direction of the moving 

objects between two consecutive frames, the authors used the 

Farneback algorithm [42]. In this algorithm, the displacement is 

calculated based on an image pyramid, where each level corresponds 

to a different image resolution. The tracking algorithm starts with the 

lowest resolution image and ends at the highest resolution image, 

calculating then the final displacement of the object. In the scope of 

this work, three pyramid levels were used. Additionally, the temporal 

resolution between two images corresponds to 13.88 microseconds 

(0.1CAD).  

The velocimetry analysis is carried out for each cycle of the NFL 

dataset. Then, the average vector fields reported in this work 

correspond to the average of the individual vector fields for a 

corresponding time (or CAD); and it is named the ensembled average 

for this work. Furthermore, the speed distribution is the ensembled 

average of the velocity magnitude for each cycle. Finally, to calculate 

the vorticity (𝜔), the curl operator (∇) was used on the 2D velocity 

vector field (�⃗� ), as is reported in equation 4.  

𝜔 = ∇ × �⃗� =  
𝜕𝑢𝑦

𝜕𝑥
− 

𝜕𝑢𝑥

𝜕𝑦
 

(4) 
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Results  

Combustion generalities 

The three different global lambda conditions tested on this work's 

scope are presented in Figure 7. For each global λ, a sequence of 

images of the half piston view is also presented. The first observation 

about the three operating modes is that they all have a similar ΔP, 

with a peak of around 38 bar at around 5 CAD after spark timing 

(aST). Despite the three operating modes having similar pre-chamber 

pressurization, the three cases have different HRR profiles. All the 

combustion modes present a clear two-stage HRR profile, having a 

higher HRR peak in the richest case. The peak of the first stage of 

HRR occurs simultaneously with the local minimum of the ΔP 

(around 11 CAD aST). The leanest case of global λ 2.3 presents a 

longer combustion duration and a lower maximum HRR. Similar 

behavior has been reported by the authors in previous publications 

[31,32]. For the two-stages HRR profiles, the first stage is attributed 

to the jet propagation combustion and the second to the main 

chamber charge combustion. Additionally, this final operating mode 

does not present a two-stage HRR profile. 

The slower combustion process for the global λ 2.3 operating mode is 

also evident in the sequence of images reported in Figure 7; where at 

22.8 CAD aST, there are still gaps of NFL in the combustion 

chamber, unlike global λ 1.9 and 2.1 modes. Following the three-

image sequence, the first evidence of NFL in the main chamber is at 

around 5 CAD aST, before the maximum ΔP. The condition of global 

λ 2.3 has the earliest jet emergence compared to the other two 

conditions. This fact could be explained by the pre-chamber λ, which 

is slightly closer to stoichiometric. The results of the pre-chamber λ 

were 0.80, 0.85, and 0.9; for global λ 1.9, 2.1, and 2.3, respectively.  

 

Figure 7 Top: Sequence of NFL images for the three global λ: 1.9, 2.1, and 2.3. The sequence. Bottom: mean main chamber HRR and mean ΔP for the three global. 

Images correspond to the representative cycle of each operating condition.

After the jet emergence, the combustion is mainly driven by the 

momentum of the jets, radially propagating and colliding with the 

bowl rim. Then, the combustion propagates peripherally in the bowl 

and finally moves from the bowl to the chamber's center and covers 

the squish region. The reported combustion path is similar for the 

three reported cases, and the main difference between the three 
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operating modes lies in the combustion duration time. The global λ 

1.9 and 2.1 modes report a two-stage HRR profile with a similar 

combustion duration (around 25 CAD for CA10-90). The first stage 

starts at around 5 CAD aST with fast combustion driven by the jet 

momentum, and it ends at around 10 CAD aST, matching the ΔP 

local minimum. Unlike the other two modes, the global λ 2.3 

operating mode exhibited a longer HRR profile with a lower initial 

HRR. Additionally, in this ultra-lean operating mode, the initial 

combustion driven by the jet momentum presented many 

wavy/corrugate structures and gaps in the jets, highlighted in the red 

circles in Figure 7. 

General characteristics of jets 

The intensity of the mean NFL images reported in Figure 8 (for the 

condition of global λ. 2.1) exhibited initial jet combustion (from 5 up 

to 10 CAD aST), which has higher axial intensity close to the nozzle. 

The OH* and CH* mean images present a similar combustion 

propagation, with the CH* higher intensities in the farthest axial 

positions. Contrary to OH* and CH* chemiluminescence, the NFL 

presents its maximums intensity later in the cycle (around 20 CAD 

aST) and in areas close to the bowl rim.  

 

Figure 8 Left: axial intensity for NFL, OH*, and CH* from the mean sequence images. Right: mean images for NFL, OH* and CH*. Operating mode global λ. 2.1.

The mean image intensity for the NFL exhibited a different trend 

than the OH* and CH* chemiluminescence, as reported in Figure 9. 

Despite the three intensities presenting two-stage profiles, the first 

stage of the NFL accounts for lower normalized intensity (around 0.2 

normalized intensity). The first stage for OH* and CH* 

chemiluminescence represents around 80% of the maximum 

intensity. Additionally, the NFL presents a monotonic increase 

behavior until reaching its maximum. The OH* and CH* 

chemiluminescence have a two-stage profile, with a local minimum 

on the transition point.  

The OH* and CH* chemiluminescence have intensity profiles similar 

to the HRR profile, as illustrated in Figure 9, for global λ. 2.1. 

Nevertheless, the correlation between the OH*/CH* 

chemiluminescence with HRR is still not linear, as presented in 

Figure 10. The first stage of the mean image intensity does not 

present a linear correlation with the HRR; after 15 CAD aST, both 

radical chemiluminescence presents close to linear correlations. This 

non-linear correlation between the chemiluminescence (NFL, OH* 

and CH*) with the HRR for the PCC mode disagrees with previous 

observations for fundamental premixed methane flames [43,44] and 

on other combustion modes such as Homogeneous Charge 

Compression Ignition (HCCI), Compression Ignition (CI), or Spark 

Ignition (SI) [45–47]. The representative of the HRR from CH* and 

OH* chemiluminescence is based on those species being confined to 

the primary flame surface. The primary flame area is proportional to 

the total reaction rate[44,47].  

Jet penetration  

The first stage of the combustion process in the main chamber is 

important to ensure total combustion. It is mainly driven by the jet 

momentum generated by the pre-chamber combustion. Figure 11 

presents the image sequences of an isolated jet for the three tested 

operating modes. The first observation evident in the three sequences 

is the difference in intensity, having the richest case with the higher 

intensity. All the jets presented corrugate structures in the perimeter 

of the jet, which should be caused by the turbulence induced by the 

jets' discharge. The corrugate structures are defined in this scope as 

deformations of the flame front (from a planar to a stretched surface). 

Corrugate structures and gaps are more prominent in the leanest 

operating mode (highlighted in red circles), causing local extinctions 

in the combustion flame fronts. 
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Figure 9. Mean intensity and HRR for NFL, OH*, and CH* 

chemiluminescence. Operating mode global λ. 2.1. 

 

Figure 10. Correlation between HRR and mean image intensity for NFL, 

OH*, and CH* chemiluminescence. Operating mode global λ. 2.1. 

Figure 11. Single jet image sequences. 

Despite the differences in intensity, the jets of the three operating 

modes presented some similarities in the penetration, especially in the 

initial penetration stage. The three jets present an initial penetration 

speed of around 400 m/s, and then it gradually decays, as is reported 

in Figure 12. The penetration speed reduction is higher for the leanest 

mode (global λ 2.3), followed by the middle mode of global λ 2.1. 

Finally, the richest case (global λ 1.9) has a slower reduction in 

penetration speed. Additionally to the faster penetration on the richest 

case, the combustion in that mode exhibited a bigger growth in the 

radial direction, which ends in a higher combustion area.  

Velocimetry  

The combustion propagation in the main chamber has shown some 

differences for the three operating modes reported in the scope of this 

work. A CIV analysis was carried out to track the speed of 

combustion propagation in the combustion chamber. Figure 13 shows 

the velocity fields for the representative cycle of the operating mode 

of global λ 1.9. Since the jet emergence, the combustion propagates 

essentially in the axial direction with velocities of around 100 m/s. 

Later, around 1 CAD after the jet emergence, the combustion 

presents some propagation in the peripheral direction, joined with 

some waviness on the flame front. At this point, the axial and radial 

velocity has substantially reduced.    

 

Figure 12. Penetration, area, and penetration speed of the combustion. 
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Figure 13. Top: Velocity fields for the single jet images of the representative cycle. Middle: mean main chamber HRR and ΔP. Bottom: Mean velocity fields for the 

single jet images. The velocity fields are overlapped with the normalized intensity images on the image sequences. Operating condition of global λ. 1.9.  

The flame front continues its propagation until it collides with the 

bowl surface. This interaction dramatically affects the top front of the 

combustion, reducing the speed and redirecting the combustion into 

the bowl rim radial directions. The mentioned interaction matches the 

inflection point of the first stage of the HRR (image 5 in Figure 13). 

After the interaction, the combustion propagates mainly in the radial 

direction of the jet, increasing the jet angle significantly until it 

merges with the two jet neighbors. There are still considerably high 
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axial velocities close to the nozzle hole (images corresponding from 

8.7 to 10.7 CAD aST), and it is evidence of a continued exhausting 

process from the pre-chamber as the ΔP has still not reached its local 

minimum.  

The mentioned discharge is more evident in the ensembled average 

velocity fields, which present higher axial velocities in the jets until 

around 11.1 CAD aST. The individual cycle velocity fields have 

more chaotic behavior than the ensembled average vector fields (see 

Figure 14), evidence of the high turbulence process induced by jet 

discharge into the main chamber. The ensembled average velocity 

fields evidenced combustion from the two adjacent top row nozzle 

holes.   

 

Figure 14. Individual cycle vs. ensembled average vector fields for global λ. 

1.9 

Figure 15. Velocity vector fields for the three operating modes. 
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The three operating modes velocity fields have some general 

similarities to the pre-chamber discharge. Figure 15 presents 

sequences of velocity fields for the three operating modes. The 

richest case (global λ 1.9) presented higher radial propagation, 

especially in the jet tip, generating a plumb shape jet. The remaining 

two modes exhibited a narrower combustion propagation. 

Additionally, in the global λ 1.9 operating mode, the velocities in the 

jet are higher in the top jet contour; opposite to the other two modes 

(global λ 2.1 and 2.3), where the maximum velocities are in the jet 

center, as it could be observed in the speed distribution in Figure 16.  

 

Figure 16. Ensembled average speed distribution for the three operating 

modes. 

These high central velocities endure longer for the leanest case of 

global λ 2.3, and it could be related to a higher mixing process from 

the outside of the jet to the stagnation region of the jet. The mixing 

process from the unburned fuel/air to the flame front is driven by the 

vorticity in the jet[48]. Figure 17 presents the vorticity distribution 

for an individual cycle and the ensembled average. The vorticity 

distribution splits the jet into two halves. The left half has a negative 

magnitude indicating counterclockwise rotation. Contrary, the right 

half has a positive magnitude indicating clockwise rotation. The two 

halves also have similar magnitudes. Opposite the jet's edge, the jet 

axis presents low vorticity levels, which could be an effect of the 

sight-view collection system used in the study.  

Figure 18  presents the effect of the global λ on the vorticity 

distribution. All the studied modes present high vorticity values and 

the characteristic mirrored behavior during the initial discharge. The 

vorticity decreases with the pre-chamber discharge until the jet 

interacts with the bowl rim. As a result of the interaction, the 

combustion is drastically redirected to propagate in the bowl rim 

direction, generating localized high vorticity. 

 

 

Figure 17. Individual cycle vs. ensembled average vorticity for the global λ. 

2.3 mode. 

 

Figure 18. Ensembled average vorticity distribution for the three operating 

modes. 

As the jet penetrates the main chamber, the vorticity magnitude 

decreases faster for the richest mode (global λ 1.9). This rapid 

vorticity decrease could be related to high air-fuel entrainment that is 

successfully combusted in the jet, generating a higher HRR during 

this initial stage of the combustion cycle. Opposite the richest mode, 

the leanest mode (global λ 2.3) presents a less severe vorticity 

decrease as the jet penetrates the main chamber. In this case, the jet 

initially entrains air-fuel mixture from the main chamber, but that 

entrainment could probably not be successfully converted into 

combustion. Consequently, the main chamber HRR is less than the 

richest case at this stage. Additionally, the pre-chamber discharge 

still takes place, which keeps adding turbulence to the jet, and it 

continues to entrain more air-fuel mixture. Finally, the medium 

operating mode of global λ 2.1 exhibits an intermedium decrease, 

from the fast decrease of the richest mode to the slow decrease of the 

leanest mode. 
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The evidence of higher vorticity and turbulence that influence 

local/partial combustion extension on the ultra-lean conditions gives 

rise to observing some abnormal cycles (understood as close to 

misfire/partial/slow combusted cycle). Figure 19 presents three 

abnormal cycles (no proper combustion or extremely slow 

combustion), including image sequences, ΔP, and the main chamber 

HRR. The pre-chamber combustion occurs normally compared to the 

mean on the three cycles, resulting in jets with similar momentum. In 

the image sequence, the initial presence of small jets is evident in the 

first two images.  

Then, some jets are locally extinguished, breaking the combustion in 

two regions (as in cycles 3 and 32) or totally extinguished, as in cycle 

19. In these cases, the slope of the first stage of the HRR is heavily 

decreased compared to the mean case. In the reported cases, the 

combustion is slowed by the extinctions. However, it is still 

completed by the other flame fronts generated by the proper 

functional jets or the flame fronts generated on the partial extinction. 

The flame extinctions are generated by heavy waviness in the jets 

that have been related to high vorticity, turbulence, and main 

chamber charge entrainment. So, for the reported cases, it can be 

stated that the high turbulence of the level is one of the causes of a 

misfire path. This reported behavior on the narrow throat pre-

chamber is different from the observations reported by Rajasegar et 

al. [42] at the lean limit conditions. They reported normal combustion 

of the pre-chamber jets at the lean limit, but these mixtures' chemical 

kinetics is too slow to complete the combustion before the expansion 

stroke. In the narrow throat pre-chamber, the slow chemical kinetics 

cause is also preceded by the jets' partial/local or total extinction, 

slowing down the entire combustion process. 

 

Figure 19. Image sequences, ΔP, and main chamber HRR of three abnormal cycles on ultra-lean conditions (Global λ=2.3). 

Summary 

The present study addressed the narrow throat pre-chamber 

combustion, focusing on the jet discharge, the characteristics of the 

jet, and the final influence in the main chamber ignition, especially in 

the ultra-lean or close to lean limit conditions. The remarkable points 

of this study are:   

1. The three operating conditions examined in this work 

exhibited similar ΔP profiles and different main chamber 

HRR profiles, but all three with a two-stage behavior. The 

pre-chamber jets discharge mainly dominates the first stage 

of the combustion into the main chamber. As the global λ 

increases, the main chamber HRR reduces its magnitude 

and increases its duration.  

 

2. From the three different visualizations of the combustion: 

NFL, OH*, and CH* chemiluminescence, the NFL showed 

a different spatial and temporal distribution of the intensity, 

having the maximum intensities on the bowl rim and later 

in the cycle. The OH* and CH* chemiluminescence are 
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similar and present maximum intensities on the jet axis and 

earlier in the cycle. None of the visualization intensities 

correlate linearly with the main chamber HRR; the OH* 

and CH* intensities have a non-linear correlation in the 

first stage and linear correlation in the second stage of the 

HRR. 

 

3. As all the studied cases presented similar levels of ΔP, the 

jets' initial penetration length and penetration speed are 

similar, oscillating at a magnitude of 400 m/s. After the jet 

emergence, the richer case penetrates and propagates faster, 

covering more area than the other cases. The penetration 

speed and covered area decrease as the global λ increases.  

 

4. In the velocimetry analysis, several differences were found 

between the ensembled average velocity and the individual 

cycle velocity fields. This difference is evidence of the high 

turbulence of the combustion phenomena. The global λ 

effect on the velocimetry clearly increases the penetration 

speed.  

 

5. The vorticity calculated from the velocity fields showed a 

high magnitude on the edge of the jet, which could be 

related to high air-fuel mixture entrainment and high 

turbulence. Compared to the richer cases, the high vorticity 

remains longer for the ultra-lean case during the pre-

chamber discharge, causing a high waviness and 

deformation in the flame front of the jet.  

 

6. A possible pathway to misfire/partial combustion was 

described on some improper combusted cycles. The high 

turbulence and waviness on the flame front of the jet 

generate local/partial or total extinction of jets during the 

first stage of the combustion. These extinctions slow down 

the first stage of the main chamber HRR, causing a late or 

incomplete combustion process that is not beneficial for 

work generation in the engine. 
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Definitions/Abbreviations 

GHG Greenhouse gas 

ICE Internal Combustion Engines 

OEM 
Original Equipment 

Manufacturer 

PCC Pre-Chamber Combustion 

RCM Rapid Compression Machine 

ΔP 

Pressure difference: pre-

chamber – main chamber 

pressure 

CIV 
Combustion Image 

Velocimetry 

NFL Natural Flame Luminosity 

CAD Crank Angle Degree 

λ 
Air-fuel ratio / (Air-fuel 

Ratio)stoichiometric 

PCFR Pre-Chamber Fuel Ratio 

rpm Revolutions per minute 

SOI Start of Injection 

TDC Top Dead Center 

HRR Heat Release Rate 

Q Heat 

P Pressure 

V Volume 

T Temperature 

dm Mass differential 

 𝜸                       Heat Capacity Ratio 

𝜽                      Crank Angle 

∆𝑷𝒎𝒂𝒙 
Maximum pressure 

difference 
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𝜽∆𝑷𝒎𝒂𝒙
 

Crank angle of maximum 

pressure difference 

𝜽𝒔∆𝑷+ 
Crank angle of start of 

positive pressure difference 

𝜽𝒆∆𝑷+  
Crank angle of end of 

positive pressure difference 

𝝎 Vorticity 

𝛁 Curl operator 

𝒖 Velocity 

aTDC After Top Dead Center 

aST After Spark Timing 

CA10-90 
Combustion duration: CA10 

– CA90 

HCCI 
Homogeneous Charge 

Compression Ignition 

CI Compression Ignition 

SI Spark Ignition 
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